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There are some books that sit on your shelves for ages and you know you like them, but don't get around them to read for some reason. The night sky with exit wounds in ocean vuong is one of these. First published in 2016, it feels like one of those break-out books of poetry that has been universally praised. His poems have that quality
of attachment because they clearly come from the heart and there is an urgent desire to communicate. The book consists of three parts: the first mainly related to family heritage/the Vietnam War; the second is mainly related to childhood/family life, while the third is about adulthood and looking to the future. Together, they form a portrait of
a separate personality and the creation of an independent voice, meditating on topics including body, violence, gender and nationality. It is based on Greek mythology and American iconography references taking them into a whole new context. This exciting new approach is blamed on so much energy and passion. Vuong has such an
interesting way to discuss our bodies. Several poems give jolting a new view of how we live in our skin and exist in relation to each other. In the poem Immigrant Haibun he flies that Gal's body is the only question the answer can't extinguish. And in the poem Headfirst he feels like the body is a blade that accentuates the cutting. Even
later, in the achingly self-reflective poem Someday I'll Love Ocean Vuong he claims: The most beautiful part of your body is where your mother's shadow falls. Together, his poems form a creative new approach to how to feel like a physical presence and conscious presence – even when the ones around us do not recognize our
perspective or value to our bodies. The vivid seven-page poem Ode to Masturbation is actually a sincere take on how we relate to our own sense of being: a hand to this blood-warm body as a word is nailed to its meaning and inhabitedWhen poems are stagnant with a sharply political edge. Aubade with Burning City takes the human
impact and violence of America's sudden withdrawal from Saigon by pairing a sense of local panic/death with songs from Irving Berlin's White Christmas. Others have a much more personal feel considering how non-white Americans are asked about their origins: When they ask where you are coming from, tell them that your name has
been fleshed out by the toothless mouth of a woman of war. These poems highlight how America is not harmoniously melting pot and cannot progress as a society without recognizing and addressing the past. One poem surprisingly lives on Jacqueline Kennedy's perspective. It's undoubtedly queer in terms of other poems to directly
address violence against queer bodies such as the Seventh Circle of the Earth, which memorialises a gay couple burned in their homes where their voices exist just as a sequence Another poem looks at gay gay violence in the case of Jeffrey Dahmer and obsessive/possessive love: I want to leave no one behind. Store and be stored. As
the field turns its secrets into peonies. As the light retains its shadow by devouring it. In addition, the Trojan horse looks at the battle gear of ancient soldiers, meditating on the expression of brutal force as a form of tender beauty. He often feels Vuong himself is like a piano player in his poem Queen Under The Hill, in which he declared: I
sit turning bones into sonatas. Sometimes it can feel like the author speaks by voice, so directly it is almost painful. This may be the case even when he's writing a second person, like because it's summer where he writes a swarm of wants to wear like a brister veil, but you don't deserve it: a boy and his loneliness boy who finds you
beautiful just because you don't have enough faces to give up you have come so far that no one. Later poem notebook fragments take a very different style from other recording notes, such as loose blog entries reflecting the author's changing state. In the past, the poem expresses a desire to lose yourself you can get lost in every book,
but you will never forget yourself how God forgets his hands, but then the poem of Thanksgiving 2006 feels like a declaration of independence I am willing to be every animal you leave behind. Vuong poems combine into a form that is simultaneously moving personal and energized with a message that needs to be heard. Collection of
poetry night sky with exit wounds First edition coverAuthor AuthorOcean VuongCountryRy StatesLanguageEnglishGenrePoetryPublisherCopper Canyon PressPublication dateApril 5, 2016MediaPrint type (Paperback)Pages89Awards2017 T. S. Eliot prizeISBN978-1-55659-495-3Dewey Decimal811/.6LC ClassPS3622.U96 A6 2016 Night
Sky with exit wounds is a collection of 2016 Vietnamese American poetry and essayist o-Ophone Vuong poetry. [1] The book won the T.S. Eliot Prize in 2017. [2] Content Vuong and his family emigrated to the United States from Vietnam when he was two years old. Many of the collection's poems consider the Vietnam War their theme,
including Aubade With Burning City, which deals with the fall of Saigon. [1] An untitled (blue, green and brown) painting, named Mark Rothko, is a painting of the 9/11 attacks and Vuong that day. References ^ a Kakutani, Michiko (9 May 2016). Review: Night sky with exit wounds, poems from ocean vuong. New York Times. Retrieved
August 15, 2018 ↑ Ocean Vuong. Poetry Foundation. Retrieved August 15, 2018 in Kellaway, Kate (9 May 2017). Night sky with exit wounds ocean vuong review - violence, delicacy and timeless images. Guardian. Retrieved in 2018 15: This article about poetry is a stub. You are help Wikipedia expand it.vte retrieved from One of the most
famous poetry books of the year:The New Yorker, Best Books for Poetry 2016New York Times, Critics PickBoston Globe, Best Book ListingNPR, Best Books ListingMiami Herald, Best LGBTQ BooksSan Francisco Chronicle, Top 100 BooksLibrary Journal, Best Books 2016Michiko Kakutani New York Times Writes: Poems P. Vuong's
new collection, Night Sky with exit wounds ... have a stretching accuracy reminiscent of Emily Dickinson's work, along with Gerard Manley Hopkins as grateful for the sound and rhythm of words. Mr. Vuong can create stunning images (a black piano area, a pair of wedding cakes preserved under glass, a shepherd stepping out of a
Caravaggio painting) and making silence and elisions in his verse speak as strongly as his words... There is a powerful emotional undertow to these poems that springs from Mr. Vuong's sincerity and candor, and from his ability to capture specific moments in time with both photographic clarity and a sense of evanescence of all earthly
things. Reading Vuong is like watching a fish move: it manages different currents of English with muscular intuition. His poems are successively graceful and miraculous. His lines are both long and short, his posing narrative and lyrics, his diction formal and insouciant. From the outside, Vuong created inclusion of poetry. -The New
Yorker's language is painfully, wonderfully accurate, scenes haunting and indelible.... What guests liked the most: -Library Journal, starred review of The Night Sky with Exodus Wounds sets Vuong as a fierce new talent to be reckoned with... This book is a masterpiece that captures, with elegance, raw grief and joys of human existence. -
Buzzfeed's Most Impressive New Book of 2016This original, sprightly wordsmith of acrobatic pulsating phrases pushes poetry to a new level... A startling introduction to a young poet who writes both assurance and vulnerability. Visceral, gentle and lyrical, fleeting and agile, these poems discreetly face the legacies of violence and cultural
shift, but they also take a miraculous stance against the world. —The 2016 Whiting Award quoteNight sky with exit wounds is a book that soon becomes worn with love. You want to crease every page back into it, highlight every other line because each word resonates with power. LitHubVuongo's powerful voice explores passion,
violence, history, identity– all of which have a great humanity. -Slate Vuong writes beauty and cults from individual, family and historical traumas in his impressive debut collection. Vuong exists as an observer and is observed throughout the book as he explores a deep personal such as poverty, depression, queer sexuality, domestic
violence and the various forms of violence he experienced for his family during the Vietnam War. -Publishers weeklyTorso airSuppose you change your life.&amp;body is more than part of the night- sealed with bruises. Let's say you woke up and found your shadow replaced by a black wolf. Boy, beautiful and gone. So take the knife to the
wall. You carve &amp;amp; Carveuntil light coin looks and you look, finally, for happiness. The eye clip is back on the other side- waiting. Born in Saigon, Vietnam, Ocean Vuong attended Brooklyn College. He is the author of two chapbooks, as well as a full-length collection, Night Sky with Exit Wounds. Ruth Lilly is a collaborator and
winner of the Whiting Award, Ocean Vuong lives in New York. The path that leads me to you is safe, even when it goes to the oceans. Edmond Jabès * Then, as if breathing, the sea inflated under us. If you need to know something, know that the most difficult task is to live only once. That a woman on a sunken ship becomes a life raft, no
matter how soft her skin is. While I was asleep, he burned his last violin to keep my legs warm. He lay next to me and put a word on my neck, where it melts into a whiskey bead. Gold rusts down my back. We've been swimming for a few months. Salt in our sentences. We sailed, but the edge of the world was nowhere in sight. * When we
left it, the city was still smoldering. The room was quite clean and quite clean. White hyacinth gasped on the embassy lawn. The sky was september blue and pigeons went chopping off bits of bread scattered from the bomb bakery. Broken baguettes. Crushed croissants. Gutted cars. The carousel spinning blackened horses. He said that
the shadow of the rocket rising higher on the sidewalk looked like God playing the air piano over us. He said I needed so much to say. * Stars. Or rather, the outflows of heaven—waiting. Small holes. The opening of little centuries is just long enough for us to slip through. The machete on the deck left to dry. My back turned to him. My legs
are in the eds. He crouches next to me, his breathing in the wrong weather. I let him cup a handful of sea into my hair and drilled. The smallest pearls are all for you. I open my eyes. His face between my hands, wet like an incision. If we make it to shore, he says, I will name our son after this water. I learn to love the monster. He's smiling.
A white dash where his lips should be. There are seagulls above us. Among the constellations is a flying of hands, trying to comply. * Fog lifts. And we see it. The horizon is suddenly gone. The shine of water leading to a heavy drop. Clean and merciful — as he wanted. Like fairy tales. The one where the book closes and turns into in our
circles. I pull the stem into the whole sails. He's going to throw my name in the air. I look at the syllables crumbling into the pebbles over the deck. * Furious roar. The sea breaks down at the arc. He watches as the thief stares at his heart: all the bones and splintered wood. Waves rise from both sides. The ship is placed in liquid walls.
Watch, look! he says I see that now! He jumps up and down. He was kissing the back of my wrist when he clutched the wheel. He laughs, but his eyes betray him. He laughs, despite knowing he ruined every beautiful thing just to prove beauty can't replace him. And here's the kicker: there's a cork where sunset should be. He was always
there. There is a ship made of toothpicks and superglue. There is a ship in a bottle of wine on the middle of a male Christmas party- eggnog spills from red Solo cups. But we're still swimming. We're standing at the bow. Wedding cake couple inserted into the glass. Water is so good now. Water as air as hours. Everyone shouted or sings,
and he can't tell if the song is for him or the burning room he mistook in childhood. Everyone is dancing while a little man and woman are stuck inside a green bottle thinking someone is waiting for the end of their lives to say hey! You didn't have to go that far. Why did you go so far? Just like a baseball bat crashes through the world. * If
you need to know someone, know that you were born because no one else has been coming. The ship rocked as you inflated inside me: love's echo hardening into the boy. Sometimes I feel like an ampersand. I wake up waiting for a crush. Perhaps the body is the only question, the answer can not extinguish. How many kisses have we
crushed to the lips in prayer— just to take the pieces? If you need to know, the best way to understand a man is with teeth. I once swallowed rain all over the green thunderstorm. Hours lie on my back, my girlhood open. The field is everywhere under me. That's sweet. That rain. As someone who lives just to fall, can only be sweet. The
water whittled up with intent. Intention to nutrition. Everyone can forget us while you remember. * Summer in mind. God opens his next eye: two moons in the lake. Lake.
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